Ideas to extend your research skills:
- Create your own artefact, which was discovered by you, the new FAMOUS archaeologist.
- Write a biography about a famous ancient Egyptian. (Tutankhamun or Cleopatra).

This half term’s POWer Project is:
Be an Ancient Egyptian Explorer!
Try your hand at archaeology.

Choose 3 or more to complete your POWer Project, you can add with your own ideas too!

Ideas to explore your mathematical skills:
- Find how long different Pharaohs reigned for using subtraction.
- How much would it cost to visit Cairo and see the valley of the kings. Make a travel brochure to sell this experience.

Ideas to explore your locality:
- The Nile runs through Egypt. What rivers run through __________? - Find as many facts as you can about them.

Ideas to develop your creativity:
- Build your own Pyramid.
- Design your own tomb.
- Draw a poster to advertise your own movie in the style of Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom.